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Abstract We image velocity contrast (bimaterial) interfaces along the Karadere Fault of the North Anatolian
Fault Zone, toward the eastern part of the 1999 Izmit Mw 7.4 rupture in NW Turkey, using waveforms recorded
by a local seismic network. Applying an automatic procedure for identification and picking of fault zone head
waves (FZHW) and direct P arrivals, and manually revising the picks through particle motion analysis, we identify
two different groups of FZHWaswell as fault zone reflectedwaves (FZRW). The first group of FZHWhas amoveout
with respect to the direct P arrivals with distance traveled along the fault, indicating a deep bimaterial interface
down to the base of the seismogenic crust with an average velocity contrast of ~3.4%. The second group of FZHW
has a constant time difference from the direct P arrivals and is associated with a shallow local interface bounding a
low-velocity damage zone or basin structure that extends to a depth of 4–5km. While the first group of FZHW
exists on the slower crustal block, the second group of FZHW and the FZRW are present generally on both sides of
the fault. These phases add to the richness and complexity of the early Pwaveforms observed at stations close to a
large fault. The relatively low velocity contrast across the Karadere Fault compared to values to the west may have
helped stopping the Izmit rupture.

1. Introduction

Large fault zones have bimaterial interfaces that separate different lithologies. These are generated by the
long-term offset along the fault, cumulative rock damage products, and other fault-zone-related structures
such as basins and mountains. The existence of different rock types within and across fault zones can modify
the properties of the local seismic and geodetic fields [e.g., Ben-Zion and Aki, 1990; Le Pichon et al., 2005;
Özeren and Holt, 2010]. This is relevant for numerous topics including earthquake locations, focal mechanisms,
Moho topography below the fault, delay times of teleseismic waves, interseismic strain fields, and near-fault
amplification of ground motion [e.g., Oppenheimer et al., 1988; Ben-Zion and Malin, 1991; Schulte-Pelkum and
Ben-Zion, 2012;Ozakin et al., 2012;Wdowinski et al., 2007; Kurzon et al., 2014]. Moreover, bimaterial fault interfaces
can significantly affect the mode, dynamic properties, and propagation direction of earthquake ruptures [e.g.,
Ben-Zion, 2001; Ampuero and Ben-Zion, 2008; Lengliné and Got, 2011; Calderoni et al., 2015], along with space-time
variations of seismicity along the fault [e.g., Rubin and Gillard, 2000; Zaliapin and Ben-Zion, 2011] and generation
of small-scale local structural properties [e.g., Dor et al., 2008; Wechsler et al., 2009; Ben-Zion et al., 2012].

Basin structures are common along faults and are known to be generated in “pull-apart” places where
transtensional deformation separates neighboring crustal blocks by a lateral offset in combination with an
extensional stress field [e.g., Burchfiel and Stewart, 1966; Crowell, 1974; Sibson, 1986; Hubert-Ferrari et al.,
2002; Bohnhoff et al., 2006]. In addition to pull-apart basins, local structures with low-velocity rocks can be
generated by the cumulative damage process along the fault [e.g., Lyakhovsky and Ben-Zion, 2009; Finzi
et al., 2009]. Broad zones with damaged low-velocity rocks have been documented around numerous large
faults based on seismic, gravity, geodetic, and other data. As examples, Hamiel and Fialko [2007] inferred on
the existence of several kilometer-wide damage zone around the North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ) from
interferometric synthetic aperture radar observations associated with the 1999 Izmit earthquake. Allam and
Ben-Zion [2012] and Zigone et al. [2015] imaged with earthquake- and noise-based tomography zones with
similar width of reduced seismic velocities around the San Jacinto Fault zone in Southern California.

The best diagnostic signal to detect and study a bimaterial fault interface is provided by fault zone head
waves (FZHW) that refract along the interface and are radiated from there to the slow side of the fault
[Ben-Zion, 1989, 1990]. These waves have been observed and provided information on lithology contrasts at
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various places including the subduction zone underneath Japan [e.g., Fukao et al., 1983], several sections of the
San Andreas Fault system in California [e.g., Ben-Zion andMalin, 1991;McGuire and Ben-Zion, 2005; Zhao and Peng,
2008; Zhao et al., 2010; Allam et al., 2014], the eastern California shear zone [Hough et al., 1994], the Mudurnu
segment of the NAFZ [Bulut et al., 2012], and the Garzê-Yushu Fault in the Tibetan Plateau [Yang et al., 2015].

In a simple structure consisting of two solids in contact, FZHW are the first arrivals at stations on the side with
slower seismic velocity that are within a critical distance xc from the interface given by [Ben-Zion, 1989]

xc ¼ r�tan cos�1 αs=αfð Þ� �
; (1)

Figure 1. (a) Regional tectonic framework of the northern Anatolian regionwith the North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ, red lines)
as the right-lateral transform plate boundary between Anatolia and Eurasia. Current right-lateral slip along the NAFZ is
20–30mm/yr increasing from east to west [McClusky et al., 2000]. Black numbers indicate year and location ofM> 7 earthquakes
in the twentieth century. The most recent ones, the 1999 Izmit and Düzce earthquakes are marked by yellow stars with corre-
sponding focal mechanisms (data after Özalaybey et al. [2002]). The blue rectangle marks the area of study and is enlarged in
Figure 1b. (b) Study area including the eastern part of the Izmit rupture (blue dashed line) and the Düzce rupture (red dashed line)
after Barka et al. [2002], Sapanca, Akyazi, and Karadere segments, and the Mudurnu Fault (a NAFZ branch that was not activated
during the 1999 earthquakes). Additional NAFZ branches and nearby mapped faults are indicated by the black lines (data after
http://deprem.gov.tr/). The seismicity represents aftershocks of the Izmit and Düzce events and is color encoded with depth. The
focal mechanism shows the location and faulting mechanism of the Düzce earthquake. White triangles are selected seismic
stations of the PASSCAL network [Seeber et al., 2000] that were used in this study. The white square is station CAY from the
SABONET network [Milkereit et al., 2000], where a velocity contrast across theNAFZ of at least 6%was found [Bulut et al., 2012]. The
black rectangle indicates the area of the stations used and is enlarged in Figure 1c. (c) Seismic stations along the Karadere Fault
that is bounded by the Düzce Basin and Düzce Fault in the northeast, by the elevated crustal Almacik Block in the southeast.
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where r is the distance the FZHW travel
along the fault and αf, αs are the
average P wave velocities of the fas-
ter and slower media, respectively.
Several characteristics can be used
to identify FZHW: they are emergent,
have opposite first-motion polarity
than the more impulsive following
direct waves and have arrival time
moveout (Δt) from the direct wave
that increases with distance traveled
along the fault (r) as

Δt e r Δα=α2; (2)

with α and Δα denoting the average
and differential P wave velocities,
respectively [Ben-Zion and Malin,
1991]. In addition, since FZHW are
radiated from the fault they should
have particle motion with significant

fault-normal component, in contrast to the particle motion of the direct P waves that points to the epicenter
direction [Bulut et al., 2012; Allam et al., 2014].

In the present paper we use the above properties to identify and analyze FZHW and direct P arrivals in near-
fault seismic data recorded along the Karadere segment of the NAFZ. In the next section we describe the
study area and employed seismic data. In section 3 we perform detailed analysis of the early portions of P
waveforms recorded close to the Karadere segment. We find abundant evidence for two different groups
of FZHW that propagate both along a deep bimaterial interface and along an edge of a shallow low-velocity
zone or a basin structure around the fault. In addition to FZHW, we observe secondary Pwaves that appear to
be reflected from interfaces in the fault zone structure. We refer to these phases as fault zone reflected waves
(FZRW). The results are discussed and summarized in section 4 of the paper.

2. Study Area and Data

The NAFZ is one of the largest plate-bounding transform faults, separating the Anatolian and Eurasian plates
and extending for 1200 km between Eastern Anatolia and the Northern Aegean [e.g., Sengör et al., 2005].
Westward movement of Anatolia has developed in the framework of the northward moving Arabian plate
and the southward rollback of the Hellenic Subduction Zone where the African lithosphere is subducted
below the Aegean [e.g., Flerit et al., 2004; Bohnhoff et al., 2005]. The current right-lateral slip rate along the
NAFZ is 20–30mm/yr [e.g., Barka, 1992; McClusky et al., 2000], repeatedly producing major (M> 7) strike-slip
earthquakes. During the twentieth century, the NAFZ has ruptured over 900 km of its length [Ambraseys,
1970; Barka, 1999] with a series of large earthquakes migrating overall westward toward the Istanbul-
Marmara region in NW Turkey. The most recent major events on the NAFZ occurred in 1999 with the Mw

7.4 Izmit and Mw 7.1 Düzce earthquakes (Figure 1a) [e.g., Tibi et al., 2001], leaving the Marmara section as
the only NAFZ portion that has not sustained a major earthquake since 1766 [Parsons, 2004; Bohnhoff
et al., 2013].

In this paper we study structural properties of the Karadere segment of the NAFZ located toward the eastern
part of the 120 km long surface rupture of the Izmit event (Figures 1b and 1c). The Karadere segment is
important for understanding the seismomechanical setting of this region, since it is located between the
extensional Akyazi and Düzce Basins [Bulut et al., 2007; Görgün et al., 2010]. The Karadere Fault has a local
strike of N65°E, while the NAFZ strikes EW on average. The Karadere Fault sustained a right-lateral coseismic
slip of about 1.5m during the Izmit earthquake, which is substantially less than that at the nearby Sapanca
segment to the east that had a coseismic displacement of 5–6m [e.g., Tibi et al., 2001; Barka et al., 2002].
This variation in lateral slip caused EW extensional normal faulting aftershocks at the Akyazi pull-apart basin

Figure 2. Flow chart showing the data analysis procedure applied in this
study. The two important pairs of seismic phases (direct P and FZRW, or
FZHW and direct P) identified and analyzed in this study are indicated in the
two pink boxes.
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that is located in between (Figure 1b) [Bohnhoff et al., 2006]. Further to the east where the Izmit rupture
stopped within the transition from the Düzce Fault toward the Düzce Basin, the Mw 7.1 Düzce rupture
nucleated after 87 days extending the rupture by ~40 km to the east and rerupturing parts of the Düzce
Fault [Hartleb et al., 2002; Hearn et al., 2002].

Aftershock recordings provided information for detailed studies of the seismotectonic setting after the Izmit
and Düzce mainshocks [Bohnhoff et al., 2006; Bulut et al., 2007; Bohnhoff et al., Crustal response to spatiotem-
poral variations of coseismic slip along the combined 1999 Izmit-Düzce rupture, submitted to Tectonophysics,
2015]. The results in part also documented a significant rotation of the local stress tensor [Ickrath et al., 2014,
2015] and substantial nondouble components [Stierle et al., 2014a, 2014b] below the Akyazi Basin within weeks
following the mainshock. The Karadere Segment is located between the Akyazi and Düzce releasing bends and
is a steeply (~67°) north dipping strike-slip fault [Bulut et al., 2007], reflecting mostly right-lateral strike-slip
aftershocks in general correspondence with the regional stress field [Bohnhoff et al., 2006; Görgün et al., 2010].
At present no information on the crustal velocity structure on the opposite sides of the fault is available. The
strongest Izmit aftershock activity occurred at the Akyazi-Karadere-Düzce seismicity cluster located at the
northern margin of the elevated crustal Almacik Block separating the NAFZ into northern (Karadere-Düzce)
and southern (Mudurnu) branches (Figure 1b). The latter branch had a M 7 event in 1967 [Ambraseys and
Zatopek, 1969] with no major stress buildup since then indicated by the absence of Izmit aftershocks (Figure 1b).

To study the possible existence of bimaterial interfaces in the structure associatedwith the Karadere Fault, we use
waveform data recorded by the local seismic PASSCAL network that was deployed within 1week after the Izmit
earthquake along and around the Karadere-Düzce sections of the NAFZ (Figures 1b and 1c) [Seeber et al., 2000;
Ben-Zion et al., 2003]. The network operated for about 6months with the goals of monitoring local aftershock
activity at low-magnitude detection threshold and studying the subsurface structure of the Karadere-Düzce
sections. Most sites had a mixture of three-component L22 sensors and three-component force balance acceler-
ometers. Sites MO (for the full deployment) and GE (for the first 2 months) had three-component broadband
(Guralp CMG-40 T) sensors. The choice of location was fortunate since 3 months after the deployment the
Düzce earthquake nucleated, propagating back to the network location and farther to the east. The network
recorded waveforms at on- and off-fault stations generated by >25,000 earthquakes detected with standard
techniques. This data set was used previously to image trapping fault zone structure [Ben-Zion et al., 2003], crustal

Table 1. Parameters Used in the Algorithm of Automatically Picking Fault Zone Head Waves (FZHW) and Direct PWaves

Parameter Value

Maximum velocity contrast 0.1
Minimum distance allowed 0
Corner frequency of high-pass filter (Hz) 0.5
Padding to be added (s) to start of trace if not enough 0
Short-term average (STA) and long-term average (LTA) time windows 0.1, 10
Minimum time separation allowed between FZHW and direct P 0.065
P wave velocity on fast side (km/s) 5.5
Sliding window length (sec) for kurtosis/skewness 5
Start/end coordinates of fault 40.7, 30.6–40.77, 31.35

Table 2. List of the Stations Used in This Analysis With Their Operation Period, Number of the Seismograms that We Analyzed With the Automatic Picker, Number
of FZHW Detected After Using the Automatic Picker (Before Any Particle Motion Analysis), Final FZHW Left After the Particle Motion Analysis and the Number of
FZRW Found Beside the Final FZHW

Name of Station Archive Dataa Examined Seismograms Detected FZHW Final FZHW Final FZRW

MO 1999/8/26 to 2000/12/31 14,050 420 16 22
FI 1999/9/04 to 2000/2/13 13,100 870 35 36
WF 1999/9/11 to 2000/2/13 17,780 480 31 42
GE 1999/8/27 to 2000/2/12 16,700 250 2 22
FP 1999/10/29 to 2000/2/12 11,300 333 88 41
VO 1999/9/2 to 2000/2/12 19,900 459 11 20
BV 1999/9/14 to 2000/2/12 15,700 547 4 32

aDates in column 2 are formatted as year/month/day.
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anisotropy [Peng and Ben-Zion, 2004,
2005], temporal changes of seismic
velocities [Peng and Ben-Zion, 2006;
Wu et al., 2009], and earthquake source
properties [Yang et al., 2009]. However,
bimaterial interfaces that are the focus
of this work were not targeted for
imaging so far. To image bimaterial
interfaces we use seven stations from
the network that recorded significant
amount of data at on- and off-fault
locations along the Karadere Fault,
including one station (BV) farther east
at the Düzce Fault (Figures 1b and 1c).

3. Data Analysis and Results

To analyze the data systematically,
we follow the processing steps
shown in the flowchart of Figure 2.
We begin with comprehensive auto-
matic identification and picking of
candidate FZHW and direct P arrivals
using the algorithm of Ross and Ben-
Zion [2014] based on various charac-
teristics of both wave types, includ-
ing first-motion polarities, time
difference, sharpness, and amplitude
variations. The method was shown
to perform well on data recorded
near the Parkfield section of the San
Andreas Fault, the Hayward Fault,
and sections of the San Jacinto Fault
zone in California [Ross and Ben-
Zion, 2014; Share et al., 2015; Qiu
et al., 2015]. The algorithm has sev-
eral parameters including a fre-
quency range for filtering in a
preprocessing stage, values of short-
term average/long-term average
(STA/LTA) time windows, and a range
of time differences between FZHW
and direct P arrivals (corresponding
to minimum and maximum expected

velocity contrast). The values of the parameters used in this study (Table 1) are the same as those in Ross and
Ben-Zion [2014].

The locations of the used events were determined by standard analysis with an approximate velocity model
[Seeber et al., 2000; Ben-Zion et al., 2003], and they have uncertainties of about 2–3 km or more. The event
locations are distributed broadly around the main NAFZ (Figure 1b) reflecting, at least partially, structural
complexity in the study area. The location uncertainties prevent us from selecting a subset of events that
are highly localized along the fault. Instead, we simply run the automatic picker on all data and analyze can-
didate detections as summarized in Figure 2 and described below. We examine about 100,000 waveforms at
the different stations (Table 2). In most cases the analysis does not provide evidence for fault-related phases,
but we detect several hundreds of FZHW that are used for detailed analyses. Figure 3 shows as an example

Figure 3. (a) Preliminary results for station FP after running the automatic
algorithm to detect direct P and FZHW on all vertical seismograms of local
events recorded by the station. We only show vertical seismograms on which
FZHW (red crosses marking first arrivals) were detected for hypocenters
located east of the station. Waveforms are aligned on the direct P arrivals
(light blue crosses marking second arrivals) and plotted with hypocentral
distance. (b) Epicentral map and depth section for the earthquakes used in
Figure 3a, as well as hypocenters of events located west of station producing
detected FZHW. Station FP is marked with the yellow triangle.
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detection results for station FP with (a) automatic picks of FZHW and direct P waves for hypocenters located
east of the station and (b) locations of all events generating detected FZHW by the algorithm of Ross and
Ben-Zion [2014].

As a first step of our in-depth study we perform particle motion analysis on the FZHW and direct P arrivals
flagged by the automatic picker, as done and described in detail by Bulut et al. [2012] and Allam et al.
[2014]. If the directions of both waves are similar (e.g., within about 50°) the event is not used for further
FZHW analysis. An event is also discarded if the two directions were different, but neither is close to the fault
normal direction. However, if the particle motion of one phase points approximately to the fault and the
other points approximately to the epicenter of the event, the data are retained for further analysis. If the first
phase appears to be radiated from the fault, as found in the previous studies mentioned above, it is labeled
FZHW and the following phase is labeled direct P wave. In the course of the analysis we found a set of
waveforms with reversed order of directions, namely, the first phase points approximately to the epicenter
direction and the second pointing to the fault. We also find that in such cases the impulsiveness of the second
phase is similar to that of the first. We consider such cases to be associated with first-arriving direct P body
waves followed by a secondary FZRW reflected from a fault zone interface.

Figure 4 illustrates the particle motion analysis for one example event (Figure 4a) with FZHW and subsequent
direct P arrival. We examine both the horizontal 2-D (east-west and north-south) and 3-D (vertical component
added) particle motion of each waveform before and after the arrival of the FZHW and direct P waves as
shown in Figures 4b–4d. Following Allam et al. [2014], polarizations are also calculated (Figure 4e) in narrow
time windows of the displacement seismograms with the algorithm of Jurkevics [1988]. FZHW should have
larger eigenvalues than the noise and the direct P waves should have larger eigenvalues than the FZHW
[Allam et al., 2014]. The changes in the main azimuth of polarization between the windows corresponding
to the FZHW and direct P phase should be >50° to satisfy the criterion for retaining the waveform for addi-
tional analysis. Figure 5 illustrates similar particle motion analysis leading to identification of first-arriving
direct P wave followed by a secondary arriving FZRW.

The procedure discussed so far provides two categories of events and waveforms considered for further ana-
lysis: the first with a FZHW followed by a direct P phase and the second with a direct P arrival followed by a
FZRW. The arrival picks of both groups are refined in the process of the particle motion analysis. To summar-
ize the results, we plot for each station the vertical component waveforms of both groups sorted according to
the hypocentral distance, aligned on the direct P arrival and with the final FZHW and FZRW picks (Table 2, last
two columns). This is illustrated in Figure 6 for data recorded by station FP and summarized in Figures 7 and 8
for all used stations. Some stations (e.g., GE north of the Karadere Fault and BV along the Düzce Fault to the
east) have no or very few FZHW.

The results plotted in Figures 6 and 7 show a moveout between some FZHW and direct Pwaves with increas-
ing hypocentral distance for events east of stations FI, FP, and to lesser extent for station VO. This indicates
the existence of a bimaterial interface across the Karadere Fault at a crustal depth level. In addition, there
is a substantial number of FZHW with approximately constant time difference with respect to the direct P
wave. These “nonmoveout” FZHW are observed at stations FI, MO, WF, FP, and VO. A constant differential

Figure 4. Example of a FZHW and direct Pwave phases identified based on particle motion analysis. (a) Station (yellow triangle)-event (black circle) geometry in map
view. The Karadere and Düzce Faults are colored in red and other fault branches in black. (b) Waveforms recorded from the event shown in Figure 4a separated into
the two (top) horizontal and (bottom) vertical components, respectively. The north-south components are plotted with the dashed line. For each waveform the noise
is plotted in green. The time window between the onset of the FZHW and the onset of the direct P wave is plotted in red. The first portion of the direct P wave is
plotted in blue. Right after the FZHW arrival the two horizontal components are out of phase, while after the direct P arrival the phase shift vanishes. The polarity of
the FZHW on the vertical component is positive while the direct P wave has a negative first motion in accordance with theory. (c) Three-dimensional particle motion
of noise (green), FZHW (red), and direct P wave (blue) obtained from the seismograms shown in Figure 4b. The three axes represent the EW, NS, and up-down
components of the seismograms. This is a useful tool to compare the changes in particle motion between noise, FZHW, and direct Pwave in space. (d) Two-dimensional
projection of Figure 4c on the EW-NS, EW-vertical, and NS-vertical planes. In the EW-NS plane the FZHW (red) is polarized perpendicular to the fault, while right after the
direct P arrival (blue) it changes toward the event-station back azimuth as expected. This image is useful for future refining of FZHW and direct Pwave picks if necessary.
In the two other planes one can see the changes in the incidence angle between noise, FZHW and direct P wave. (e) Horizontal particle motion with a moving time
window (A-F) and the respective waveforms (below) after Allam et al. [2014]. Each particle motion plot corresponds to a time window marked with a square on the
waveforms. The red arrow shows the direct P pick. The dashed red line on each plot represents the event-station back azimuth. Azimuth of the largest eigenvalue and the
ratio of eigenvalues are shown in each window, which is a quantitative tool to track the changes of direction and amplitude between noise, FZHW, and direct P wave
arrivals. The FZHW onset is seen at the end of plot B and at the beginning of plot C. The arrival of the direct P wave is seen at plot D.
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Figure 5. Example of a fault-zone reflected wave (FZRW) and direct P phases identified based on polarization analysis. All plots in subfigures are similar to Figure 4.
(d) Two-dimensional particle motion plots. In the EW-NS plane, one can see that the direct P wave in red is coming from the epicenter and the later reflected phase in
blue comes from the fault normal direction. This key difference from Figure 4d distinguishes between the two groups with FZHW or FZRW. The NS-vertical plane shows
that the FZRW comes from the north corresponding to the Karadere segment. (e) The red arrow marks the FZRW arrival corresponding to plot D in Figure 5e.
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time between FZHW and direct P waves
cannot be explained by a deep bimater-
ial interface. However, it can be pro-
duced by a shallow local bimaterial
interface that affects the wavefield only
near (below) the stations. We analyze
and discuss this in more detail below.

Figure 8 displays the epicentral and
hypocentral distribution of events pro-
ducing “moveout” and nonmoveout
FZHW at the different stations. Figure 9
shows the events producing FZHW at
five stations, color coded based on the
time difference between the FZHW
and direct P arrivals. We observe that
events producing moveout FZHW
(warmer colors in Figure 9) at stations
FI and FP are located east of the stations
and below 8–10 km depth. Moreover,
for station FI one can see a change from
blue to red colors for increasing depth
and toward the east reflecting the
moveout events. For station FP, a group
of events with constant high moveout
between FZHW and direct P waves is
observed at a longitude of 31.4° with a
depth between 6 and 14 km. These
events may sample higher velocity
contrast across the fault compared to
the remaining seismicity. No systematic
pattern between FZHW-P differential
time and hypocenter location is observed
for stations MO and VO located within
the Izmit rupture/damage zone [Ben-
Zion et al., 2003] and station WF south
of the Karadere Fault.

To infer on common characteristics of
the moveout and nonmoveout FZHW
observed at different stations, we com-
bine all final FZHW picks from stations
FI, MO, WF, FP, and VO, plotting them
with increasing hypocentral distance
aligned with respect to the direct P pick
(Figure 10a). A scattered but somewhat
consistent pattern can be seen with a
general average slope for the moveout
picks and a uniform differential time
for the nonmoveout picks. The substan-
tial scatter potentially reflects the het-
erogeneity of the structures below the

different stations. We note that the summary plot in Figure 10a has overlapping symbols on top of each
other. To better visualize the results we show in Figure 10b density plots associated with bins of 0.02 s and
2 km length resulting in a pick density of up to 7 per bin. The shading results support the existence of two

Figure 6. (a) Vertical component waveforms recorded by station FP with
refined identification of direct P waves, FZHW, and FZRW based on the
particle motion analysis illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 and explained in the
text. Waveforms either contain FZHW and direct P waves (color coded in
black) or direct P waves and FZRW (color coded in blue). All seismograms
are aligned on the direct P arrivals (red dashed line) and plotted with
hypocentral distance. Positive and negative distances refer to earthquakes
east and west of the station, respectively. FZHW arrivals are marked with red
triangles (before the dashed line) and FZRW arrivals are marked with cyan
triangles (after the dashed line). FZHW are divided into events showing
moveout or nonmoveout of the FZHW with respect to direct P arrivals as
framed by the yellow rectangles. (b) (top) Epicentral and (bottom) depth
distribution of the events plotted in Figure 6a. Station FP is marked by the
yellow triangle. Events are color coded as in Figure 6a where red and cyan
refer to events producing FZHW or FZRW, respectively.
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main average patterns with a consistent slope for the moveout FZHW picks and a stable differential time for
the nonmoveout picks.

To estimate the average properties of the bimaterial interfaces affecting the wavefields recorded by stations
FI, MO, WF, FP, and VO, we use a single pick from each bin in Figure 10b, to reduce the influence of multiple
picks with same information, when calculating the change (moveout) of differential times versus propagation
distance. This is done in Figure 11a where we separate the remaining FZHW picks into two groups of move-
out (blue triangles) and nonmoveout (open red squares) arrivals. Some picks are common to the overall pat-
terns of both groups and are considered in the estimates associated with the two groups. The locations of the
events generating the wave arrivals are shown in Figure 11b. A least squares fitting is done for the moveout
group separately to either general East or West direction from the stations (positive and negative hypocentral

Figure 7. Vertical component seismograms recorded at the seven stations (a) FI, (b) MO, (c) WF, (d) FP, (e) VO, (f) GE, and
(g) BV after performing the processing steps shown in Figure 2. A moveout between FZHW and direct P waves is seen at
stations FI, FP (and to a lesser extent also VO), while mostly a constant offset between FZHW and direct P waves can be
identified at all stations with FZHW. Station GE located farther away at the northern side of the fault shows almost no FZHW
but insteadmostly FZRW. Station BV located farther to the east of Düzce Fault also shows no FZHWbut instead FZRW. FZRW
arrivals (after the dashed lines) are marked with green triangles and the rest of symbols are as in previous figures.
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distances). The slopes are used in conjunction with equation (2) to estimate the average velocity contrast
(AVC) associated with that direction. Assuming in equation (2) that the average Pwave velocity for the depth
section (up to 18 km) producing moveout FZHW is 6 km/s, gives the AVC values (2.87% to 3.91%) indicated in
Figure 11a. Using instead an average P wave velocity of 5 km/s representative of shallower crustal depth
decreases somewhat the AVC values (2.39% and 3.25%).

Two types of errors produce uncertainties in the estimated velocity contrast across the fault. These are the
location accuracy of the seismic events and the picking accuracy for the different wave used types (mainly
FZHW since they have less accurate arrivals than the direct P waves). The average location uncertainty for
the hypocenters is about 2–3 km [Seeber et al., 2000; Ben-Zion et al., 2003]. The average picking accuracy
for the FZHW based on the automatic picker followed by manual changes based on the particle motion ana-
lysis is about 0.02 s. This results in a standard deviation for the slopes at positive and negative hypocentral

Figure 7. (continued)
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distances of 0.17 and 0.08, respectively. The slopes were calculated under the assumption that the time dif-
ference between FZHW and direct P arrivals has to be zero at zero hypocentral distance (required by theory).
The resulting uncertainty for the average velocity contrast of 3.4% is 0.2–0.3% (considering average velocity
between 5 and 6.8 km/s for the crustal depth sampled here).

For the nonmoveout group we calculate the median differential time in either direction (solid green squares).
We assume that the nonmoveout FZHW arrivals are associated with the edge of a low velocity fault damage
zone or trapping structure. Using in equation (2) a differential time of 0.11 s, an average P wave velocity of
5 km/s representative of the middle to shallow crust, and Δα of 50% for the velocity contrast between the
damage zone and surrounding rock [e.g., Ben-Zion et al., 2003; Allam and Ben-Zion, 2012; Zigone et al.,
2015] provides an estimated length scale of the local bimaterial interface of about 5.5 km. Assuming that this
length has on average equal along-strike and depth components suggests that the downdip extension of the
local bimaterial interface is approximately 5.5/√2= 3.8 km. This is of the same order as the estimated depth
values of the trapping structure and zone producing elevated fault-related anisotropy in the area [Ben-Zion
et al., 2003; Peng and Ben-Zion, 2004]. We also observe in Figure 11a that a minimum propagation distance
of about 15 km (14 and 17 km toward the west and east, respectively) is needed to produce moveout

Figure 8. (top) Epicentral and (bottom) depth distribution of events for the seven stations shown in Figures 7a–7g. Symbols are as in Figure 6b.
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FZHW in the employed stations. Using in equation (1) a distance of 15 km and Δα of 3.4% suggests that the
average distance between stations FI, MO, WF, FP, and VO from the deep bimaterial interface is about 4.0 km.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We analyze about 100,000waveforms recorded by seven stations locatedwithin and around the damage zone of
the Karadere Fault at the eastern portion of the 1999 Izmit rupture between the Akyazi and Düzce Basins

Figure 9. (top) Epicentral and (bottom) depth distribution of events producing FZHW at the five stations (a) FI, (b) MO,
(c) FP, (d) VO, and (e) WF, respectively (the other two stations GE and BV did not record enough FZHW, see Figure 7). Events
are color coded according to the differential time between direct Pwave and FZHW. For each station, the differential times
are normalized to the respective maximum. For stations FI and FP, a clear increase in differential time with hypocentral
distance is observed indicating that the observed moveout is caused by a deep bimaterial interface. For the other stations
no first-order moveout between direct P waves and FZHW was observed in the seismic sections (see Figure 7).
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(Figure 1). Applying a fully automated recent
procedure for identification and picking of
fault zone head waves and direct P arrivals
[Ross and Ben-Zion, 2014] results in about
3300 waveforms with two clear separate
phases in the early waveforms. These phases
are assumed initially to be FZHW followed by
direct P arrival. Manually revising the automatic
picks using particle motion analysis [Bulut et al.,
2012; Allam et al., 2014], we find that a substantial
subset of these waveforms have first-arriving
direct P wave (particle motion pointing approxi-
mately to the source) followed by a phase that
is reflected from a fault interface (particle motion
pointing approximately to the fault normal).
These secondary phases are labeled Fault Zone
Reflected Waves. After the manual analysis and
application of strict quality criteria, we are left
with 187 high-quality FZHW picks and 215 high-
quality FZRW picks.

The tight network configuration with some sta-
tions within the fault damage zone allows us to
distinguish between two types of FZHW propa-
gating along different bimaterial interfaces in
the fault zone structure. The first more com-
monly observed type of FZHW has a systematic
moveout from the direct P phases (increasing

delay times between the head and direct P waves) with increasing propagation distance along the fault.
These FZHW are associated with a large-scale bimaterial interface that extends to the bottom of the seismo-
genic zone and is continuous along strike for tens of kilometers [e.g., Ben-Zion and Malin, 1991; Allam et al.,
2014]. The second type of FZHW has no moveout from the direct P waves (approximately constant delay
times) with increasing hypocentral distance and are associated with a shallow local bimaterial interface.
Such FZHW have been reported only recently in the context of the Garzê-Yushu Fault in the Tibetan
Plateau [Yang et al., 2015] and the San Jacinto Fault zone in Southern California [Qiu et al., 2015].

Observing FZHW from a deep bimaterial fault interface is best done with stations that are ~5 km away from
the fault on the slow side, to avoid effects associated with the local damage structure [e.g., McGuire and
Ben-Zion, 2005]. In the present study, stations MO and VO are located within (or very close to) the trapping
structure of the Karadere Fault [Ben-Zion et al., 2003] and are affected primarily by the shallow local bima-
terial interfaces of the damage zone. Station WF also records primarily nonmoveout FZHW, suggesting
that it is located within a relatively broad damage zone [e.g., Peng and Ben-Zion, 2004; Hamiel and
Fialko, 2007] that extends somewhat to the Almacik block. Stations FP and FI both record ample moveout
and nonmoveout FZHW, as well as ample FZRW, suggesting that they are on the slow crustal block near
the core damage zone. Stations GE and BV record essentially only FZRW. This suggests that station GE is
too far from the deep bimaterial interface (outside xc of equation (1)), station BV is on the faster velocity
block, and that both stations are not close to the edge of a significant broad damage zone that may pro-
duce nonmoveout FZHW.

Given the relatively large uncertainties in earthquake locations, we combine all the moveout FZHW and
calculate an average velocity contrast across the Karadere Fault at depth. Using equation (2) and assuming
an average velocity of 6 km/s, the average velocity contrast east and west of the stations are estimated to
be about 2.87% and 3.91%, respectively, in the top 15–18 km. The fact that events down to 18 km depth pro-
duce FZHW with large moveout indicates that the deep bimaterial interface extends down to the base of the
seismogenic crust. The velocity contrast typically decreases with depth [Ben-Zion et al., 1992; Lewis et al.,
2007], so the average velocity contrast in the top 7.5–10 km is expected to be larger than the reported values.

Figure 9. (continued)
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The obtained ~3.4%±0.3% average
velocity contrast across the fault is
somewhat lower than most values
observed for other transform faults
such as the San Andreas Fault at
Parkfield (4–10%) [Ben-Zion and
Malin, 1991; Zhao et al., 2010] and
south of Hollister (10–20%) [McGuire
and Ben-Zion, 2005; Lewis et al.,
2007], the Hayward Fault (3–8%)
[Allam et al., 2014], the eastern
California shear zone (15%) [Hough
et al., 1994], the Garzê-Yushu Fault
(5–8%) [Yang et al., 2015], and the
Sapanca/Mudurnu segment of the
NAFZ (6%) [Bulut et al., 2012].

The lower contrast for the Karadere
Fault than the Sapanca/Mudurnu
segment [Bulut et al., 2012] may
reflect the fact that it is one of two
NAFZ branches (Figure 1) and thus
presumably has less offset, compared
to the single major fault in the
Sapanca area farther to the west.
The derived relatively low velocity
contrast for the Karadere Fault may
also be associated in part with the
average analysis done jointly for all
stations. The relatively low velocity
contrast also means that during the
particle motion analysis, we could
have kept candidate FZHWs with
smaller amount of rotation, which
would have produced a larger
amount of fault zone phases. Our
relatively stringent criterion of >50°
led to a smaller but presumably
higher quality data set. We note that

a reduction of the velocity contrast along the NAFZ at the Karadere Fault may have contributed to the arrest
of the 1999 Izmit rupture in that area. This is because the dynamic reduction of normal stress along a bimaterial
interface increases with increasing velocity contrast up to about 30–40% contrast of S wave velocities [e.g., Ben-
Zion and Andrews, 1998; Ranjith and Rice, 2001]. Thus, if the velocity contrast is larger to thewest, the Izmit rupture
encountered during propagation to the east an increasing frictional strength, due to the diminishing dynamic
reduction of normal stress associated with the decreasing velocity contrast. Repeating rupture arrests along
the Karadere Fault can contribute to the development of a significant damage zone.

Combining all nonmoveout phases in Figure 10, the mean differential time between the FZHW and direct P
waves associated with these data is about 0.11 ± 0.02 s. We note that the nonmoveout type of FZHW is
observed at stations on both sides of the mapped Karadere Fault, in contrast to the more typical moveout
type FZHW that exists only on the slower crustal block. This suggests that the shallow low-velocity body
generating the nonmoveout FZHW exists on both sides of the Karadere Fault as shown schematically in
Figure 12a. Given the close proximity of the stations to the fault, the low-velocity zone may represent as
mentioned highly fractured damaged rocks. Using the average time delay of the nonmoveout phases
together with an average P wave velocity of 5 km/s for the middle to shallow crust, the depth extent of

Figure 10. (a) Combined plot of all five stations showing FZHW plotted with
respect to the direct P arrivals (dashed line) and hypocentral distance.
Positive and negative hypocentral distances refer to earthquakes occurring
east or west of the respective station. (b) Density plot showing the number of
picks within each bin. The density is gray shaded between minimum (zero
pick per bin) and maximum (seven picks per bin).
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the bimaterial interface at the edge
of the low-velocity zone is estimated
to be about 3.8 km. Alternatively,
using 0.09 s instead of 0.11 s for the
mean differential time between the
FZHW and direct Pwaves, along with
an average P wave velocity of
4.7 km/s instead of 5 km/s and 30%
velocity contrast between the
damage zone and surrounding rock
instead of 50%, leads to a depth of
4.7 km. These values are similar to
the estimated depth values of the
trapping and anisotropic fault struc-
tures in the area [Ben-Zion et al.,
2003; Peng and Ben-Zion, 2004],
lending support to the interpretation
of this rock body as damaged fault
zone layer.

The broader scale shallow low-
velocity zone seen by station WF
may represent an evolving basin
structure related to a progression of
the two transtensional features at
either end of the Karadere Fault, the
Akyazi Basin in the SW, and the
Düzce Basin in the NE (Figure 12b).
In that case the Karadere Fault, while
still being dominated by right-lateral
strike-slip deformation as seen during
the Izmit earthquake, might be in an
early phase of a transition from a
local strike slip to an emerging
transtensional formation linking the
Akyazi and Düzce Basins. This
kinematic model is supported by com-
bined strike-slip and normal-faulting
mechanisms for Izmit aftershocks
[Bohnhoff et al., 2006] in this area.
Such progressing basin development
is also in accordance with observed
positive isotropic source components
of Izmit aftershocks [Stierle et al.,
2014a, 2014b] and rotations of the
local stress tensor orientation [Ickrath

et al., 2014, 2015] in the early post-Izmit deformation in the area. However, these observations may also reflect
generation of rock damage in the earthquake source volumes [e.g., Ben-Zion and Ampuero, 2009; Ross et al.,
2015] and a variety of fluid-related effects [e.g., Hardebeck and Hauksson, 2001; Ma et al., 2012] rather than the
structural evolution suggested above.

In addition to the two types of FZHW, we also identify FZRW that may provide additional information
on the internal fault zone structure. However, quantitative interpretation of these waves requires accu-
rate information on hypocenter locations and the fault geometry at depth [e.g., Li et al., 2007; Yang
et al., 2014] and is best done with data of a linear array that crosses the fault, so is not attempted here.

Figure 11. (a) A thinned set of FZHW as in Figure 10a but with picks sub-
divided into events showing a moveout from the direct P wave arrivals
(blue filled rectangles) and events reflecting a constant differential time
(nonmoveout, red open squares). FZHW picks with both symbols cannot
be grouped clearly and thus may belong to moveout- or nonmoveout-
producing events. The black lines show the fitted regression lines for the
moveout events to the east and west. The green filled squares show the
median differential times between FZHW and direct P waves for the
nonmoveout events. The calculated average velocity contrast (AVC), and
differential time between FZHW and direct P waves (Delta) for the eastern
and western events, respectively, are given in the figure (see text for
details). The observed minimum hypocentral distance at which FZHW are
observed is 17 km to the east and 14 km to the west. (b) (top) Epicentral
and (bottom) depth distribution of the events shown in Figure 11a. The
moveout events are shown with filled blue rectangles and nonmoveout
events with red circles.
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The detailed observations of this work highlight the existence of several types of fault zone interface
waves that are recorded by stations close to large fault zones. The classical moveout FZHW generated
by a deep bimaterial interfaces exists only on the slower crustal block, but the nonmoveout FZHW and
the FZRW can exist generally on both sides of the main fault. These waves can modify considerably
the properties of early P waveforms recorded near faults from expectations associated with laterally
homogeneous structures. The FZHW and FZRW can be utilized to detect and quantify the seismic
properties of major fault zone interfaces. As mentioned in the introduction, improved imaging of deep
bimaterial and damage zone interfaces can provide important information on various topics of
earthquake physics, seismotectonics, and seismic hazard. At minimum, the first-arriving moveout and
nonmoveout FZHW should be recognized as such, since their misidentification as direct P waves can
produce biases in earthquake locations and focal mechanisms [e.g., Oppenheimer et al., 1988; McGuire
and Ben-Zion, 2005].

Figure 12. A conceptual model in (a) fault normal and (b) map views. (a) A deep bimaterial interface marked with the
oblique red line separates the fast Almacik block at the south (right) from the slower northern side (left). A shallow
damage zone or basin is shown in gray. Earthquakes are represented in red circles and two groups of rays, FZRW in
dark green and FZHW in blue, reach various stations (green triangles). FZHW propagating along the deep bimaterial
interface (main Karadere Fault) produce moveout from the direct P waves with increasing hypocentral distance,
while FZHW propagating along the shallow interface between the damage zone and the surrounding rocks repre-
sent FZHW with no moveout. Additional possible rays of FZRW and nonmoveout FZHW propagating partially or fully
through the damage zone are not shown to reduce clutter. (b) Stations are projected on a line across the Karadere
Fault to illustrate the various phases plotted in Figures 10 and 11. The red arrows indicate maximum Izmit coseismic
slip values and the black arrow indicates the GPS-derived horizontal velocity field with respect to stable Eurasia in
the north.
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